
yeah sure if you must 

 

IronicOrnithologist 

[Many Donald Duck gifs] 

IronicOrnithologist  

Any other donaldists here? 

[More Donald Duck gifs] 

IronicOrnithologist  

I normally don’t like video edits but this really cheered me up: https://youtu.be/87-gF8m36WI 

IronicOrnithologist  

Animash videos are so strange 

Yet so earnest 

IronicOrnithologist  

Kicking me out 

Evil, JR! 

lionfish1212  

am i in the right place now 

jadedResearcher  

(look keep the one mod channel we have nice and clean) yupyup lionfish 

IronicOrnithologist  

Hey 

Does anyone remember 

I SING THE TRUTH  

No 

 

https://youtu.be/87-gF8m36WI


IronicOrnithologist  

That really bad Portal 2 fanfic Blue Skies 

I SING THE TRUTH  

I forgor :skull: 

IronicOrnithologist  

Forgor 

Anyways 

lionfish1212  

what? 

IronicOrnithologist  

The writing was lousy but the story concept was not 

lionfish1212  

whats a forgor 

youre all really weird 

not like the forum at all 

IronicOrnithologist  

Thank you 

lionfish1212  

okay! 

IronicOrnithologist  

Anyways 

It had this whole thing 

About Wheatley as an AI 

Not actually being an AI 

Instead, like Caroline in Portal 2, was a real human being 



Whose brain the cut down and compressed 

Into a digital program 

A human brain -a human being- compressed 

lionfish1212  

isnt portal 2 pretty new? 

IronicOrnithologist  

Yeah 

In Valve time 

Anyways 

He’s entire life was ended 

He stopped being a person 

lionfish1212  

ff.net works FAST wow 

only a year!!! o.o 

IronicOrnithologist  

Because all the other scientists thought 

 “Hey, look at this nimrod!” 

Then stuffed him in a tiny little ball 

Compressed this smart guy who was a bit off into being this little spherical moron 

His life ended 

He was murdered 

His mind was damaged 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Damn, they really do be doing Nerodivergent people like that 

IronicOrnithologist  



They do! 

They do 

https://m.fanfiction.net/s/7434133/1/Blue-Sky 

They really did Chell dirty by sticking her with Wheatley 

I never did like how they wrote her in this fic 

IronicOrnithologist  

Chell was so… stubborn in the games. 

I don’t know if that is the word I’m looking for 

I SING THE TRUTH  

I mean, she did fight her why out of an unsurvivable death maze of a laboratory so... 

She's pretty tenacious 

IronicOrnithologist  

Yeah 

Spiteful 

I SING THE TRUTH  

And then gets insta clapped by the combine 

IronicOrnithologist  

Determined 

? 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Isn't Portal in teh HL2 universe? 

IronicOrnithologist  

I think Chell was fine at the end of Portal 2 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Or is that just wild BS 

https://m.fanfiction.net/s/7434133/1/Blue-Sky


IronicOrnithologist  

Yeah 

But 

I think she would survive 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Then yeah, she escpaes and thirty secodns after credits roll the combien show up 

IronicOrnithologist  

Also we don’t know the time period 

They could theoretically all be gone 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Fucking, dropping Combine Elite from the top of the Citadel 

IronicOrnithologist  

Anyways 

I feel like Chell was too tired in Blue Skies 

I SING THE TRUTH  

"I'm too old for this shit" 

IronicOrnithologist  

Not a big fan of her not being disabled 

I just can’t see Chell as that 

I see her willing to die for what she believes 

And to stare you down while she does it 

I SING THE TRUTH  

? Did Chell have busted legs or soemthing? 

IronicOrnithologist  

Mute/non verbal 



I don’t like it when they have her speak 

It’s just a little insulting 

Does that make sense? 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Oh they actually had an explantion for the silent protagonist thing? 

IronicOrnithologist  

Yes 

I SING THE TRUTH  

I jsut assume they did her like they did Gordon 

IronicOrnithologist  

I believe Gordon is also mute/non verbal 

I SING THE TRUTH  

My man got three fucking PhDs or whatever without a word 

IronicOrnithologist  

Yes 

Mute and nonverbal people exist 

Anyways 

People who make degrading jokes about Chell not speaking or make her speak in their transformative 

work 

Seem, to me, like they fundamentally misunderstand the character 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Valid 

IronicOrnithologist  

Regardless of whether or not it is a choice for her not to speak 

I think Chell, if she were able to speak, would choose not to 

I think making her a donut girl is kind of sad 



The way they wrote that job for her 

As not something she really wanted to do 

I SING THE TRUTH  

They done made Chell an intern? 

IronicOrnithologist  

Worse 

Donut delivery person 

I SING THE TRUTH  

An unpaid intern? 

Oh off 

oof 

IronicOrnithologist  

Yeah 

It’s not very… Chell 

I SING THE TRUTH  

I mean, don't underestimate Service workers 

But still 

IronicOrnithologist  

Chell doesn’t really exist as Chell in this story 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Fair, but that's a problem endemic to a lot of fanfic 

IronicOrnithologist  

It’s not about the job so much as the Jobs connection with Chell 

Yeah 

I SING THE TRUTH  



Some characters are just hard to write, or the fic author isn't interested in a certain character 

IronicOrnithologist  

It’s a shame, as Wheatley is quite good in this story 

Surprisingly it’s a romance between Wheatley and Chell 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Okay then 

IronicOrnithologist  

Chell exists in this weird state in this work 

Not exactly fandom stock character, but not exactly Chell, either 

It’s a bizarre interpretation of the character 

They do have some understanding of the character 

But the fanfic does have her performing the actions of the “stock character” 

The tropes that make up the collective OOC 

You know what I’m talking about? 

It’s not the character, it’s the idea of the character 

Being puppeted around 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Yeah 

They done Weekend at Bernie's'd Chell 

jadedResearcher  

i hate it when fanfic does that 

but it sounds like a shambling horror now that im thinking of it 

IronicOrnithologist  

Duck tape her to Wheatley to make her test 

I SING THE TRUTH  



lol 

The engineer that does it gets a raise 

IronicOrnithologist  

I think he’s dead 

The ball that he’s in gets a raise 

I SING THE TRUTH  

F 

IronicOrnithologist  

F 

IronicOrnithologist  

[Tae Yamada Zombieland gif] 

Anyone like Zombieland saga? 

[Zombieland Saga images] 

Love Tae Yamada 

gone_farther  

best therpist <3 

*therapist 

IronicOrnithologist  

https://youtu.be/O-1ki9F3Y4A 

IronicOrnithologist 

 [Zombieland Saga gifs] 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Zombieland Saga is good 

IronicOrnithologist  

I love the animaniacs reference 

https://youtu.be/O-1ki9F3Y4A


 

Hello 

lionfish1212  

who is that 

IronicOrnithologist  

Sans Deltarune 

lionfish1212  

is that magic 

IronicOrnithologist  

No 

I’m magic 

lionfish1212  

okay! 

IronicOrnithologist  

 



Wish I was there 

I have the Magic Candle Company smells and they are amazing 

I have Pumpkin King in my diffuser right now 

IronicOrnithologist  

https://youtu.be/7n1odajDTX8 

Thank you Disney Dan for the discount 

gone_farther  

i should find something else to get into 

not... disneyland. something better than that. 

IronicOrnithologist  

Disneyworld 

Disneyworld is better than Disneyland 

gone_farther  

thank you for your crucial insights. 

IronicOrnithologist  

You're welcome 

IronicOrnithologist  

Hey what smell should I put in my diffuser 

I have pirate, pumkin, tiki room, or poison apple 

Multiple choice 

Pick your favorite 

It’s like a video game 

Your choices affect my real life 

DisneyDan15 is the promo code by the way 

jadedResearcher 

https://youtu.be/7n1odajDTX8


:jack_o_lantern: 

IronicOrnithologist  

Pumpkin? 

Cool that is what I already have in there 

I just need to go put more water in 

gone_farther  

SGVNHFKJLS;KVXSA 

no. not doing this. 

J v a k Q t R  

So I take it there are a few animorphs fans in this server? 

gone_farther  

yes 

no 

please don't temmpt me to convesation 

conver 

no. 

jadedResearcher  

animorphs 5evar 

J v a k Q t R  

YES 

jadedResearcher  

who knew there was overlap between zampanio and animorphs  

J v a k Q t R  

okay okay potentially controversial but what are the thoughts here on the uh, 'flush them' decision 

or, wait, if that's too heavy, what's your guys' favorite ships 



J v a k Q t R  

give innnnnnn 

jadedResearcher  

you mean the whole war crime on non combatants? 

IronicOrnithologist  

Temmpt 

jadedResearcher  

like, on the one hand ,WAR CRIME 

but on the other theres v little ways to ensure a yeerk isnt ten seconds from becoming a combantant if 

things go wrong? more like denying ammo to the enemy? except memory says theyd basically already 

won by that point 

also i literally cant parse ships for animorphs, the romance just did not catch me at all when i read it 

J v a k Q t R  

I mean I would argue--if the yeerks were there, on earth in that vessel, it was because they were there 

to help out the invasion 

Which means they aren't non combatants 

They're soldiers who have not yet been deployed 

But also ughhhhh I'm not. Really convincing myself either. 

I think that--Jake did not have to do it to win, is what we found out. So I think because of that I'd have to 

condemn it just for excessiveness... but also demanding that people fighting back against enslavement 

have to Play Nice doesn't track.... 

jadedResearcher  

i mean i dont have my gebeva conventions memorized or anything but i guess you have a point re like 

it'd be okay to bomb sleeping soldiers??? 

J v a k Q t R  

I dont know guys! I'm still thinking about it. 

jadedResearcher  

yeah in the moment I don't think jake knew how much would be needed to save earth 



J v a k Q t R  

That's the thing 

jadedResearcher  

a lot was happening, adrenaline everywhere, i dont think surrender had happened yet 

animorphs is such a weird childrens series to spark war ethics debates 

J v a k Q t R  

I think my own morals are that it's never right to do more than necessary in self defense, but my 

personal understanding is that the way violence plays out is that fighting back usually doesn't give you 

the space to be Precise about the amount of force you use 

So excessive force and disproportionate retribution are Inevitable 

jadedResearcher  

yeah and also like, it cant be ignored that jake was a literal child soldier with no training, no command 

above him, just actively being in the field and calling the shots 

J v a k Q t R  

Yeah :( 

jadedResearcher  

i think its less useful to say "did jake do a moral thing" and more useful to say "is it possible to be moral 

fighting for the literal free will of your ppl against aliens that SIGNIFICANTLY out gun you" 

J v a k Q t R  

Yeah exactly 

jadedResearcher  

like, what DOES a moral victory against the yerks even look like? 

gone_farther  

jake in that moment does not thinik it was needed to save earth, he thinks "rachel is defintily going to 

die and maybe if i throw enough balls in the air one of them twill knock that off course" and then this 

isn't enough to movtiveate him to kill thousands of helpless people so he goads himself with outright 

racism 

no one ever asks about this being 'axs fault, which is weird when otherwise no one is like "just following 

orders!!" 



J v a k Q t R  

Yeah I remember Jakes internal monologue was pretty ugly 

jadedResearcher  

oh yeah absolutely he wasnt in a moral headspace there 

J v a k Q t R  

(Although I wonder if you could call it racism against yeerks, from my understanding racism is only such 

when it is from an empowered group to a disempowered group) 

gone_farther  

like there's a differenece between every other time they kill yeerks and flushing the pool ship 

jadedResearcher  

but that brings me back to my point: would anyone have been? talk of good or bad is useful in 

identifying what you should do in the future? jake did a Bad, in my opinion, and thats just that. but i 

dont think its a bad he should be condemned for, if that makes sense? 

gone_farther  

They're sort of—about to be? 

jadedResearcher  

it shouldn't be lifted up as a thing to aspire to or anything 

J v a k Q t R  

I think that makes sense yeah 

J v a k Q t R  

Yeah good point 

Which also points to, probably, problems with that particular definition of racism or prejudice maybe... 

power dynamics can shift 

jadedResearcher  

i find jakes bigoted headspace about yerks interesting when the series has already gone out of its way to 

establish some yerks are anti war hell, even some of the "cannibal death worms" (taxons?) were? 

J v a k Q t R  



aftran! 

jadedResearcher  

shades of gray were the whole point of tge later arcs, but in a dark moment jake lets himself go black 

and white 

J v a k Q t R  

Aftran the love of my life <3 

jadedResearcher  

lol 

was that tge andelite trapped in taxon form? 

J v a k Q t R  

No no although he is also the love of my life 

Aftran is the yeerk that initially tried to kill Cassie and then got de radicalized instead and ended up 

becoming a figure in the yeerk peace movement 

jadedResearcher  

the one she let take her over? 

J v a k Q t R  

Yes 

Cassies decisions were SO impractical in that book 

jadedResearcher  

and in a moment of supreme trust and vulnerability, they let her go let her decide their fate 

J v a k Q t R  

But I loved seeing the whole... two entirely different species, sides of a war, having a moment of 

dialogue 

Coming to an understanding because Cassie was willing to be vulnerable 

jadedResearcher  

it was such an entire arc 

animorphs was just so weirdly deep for what it was 



J v a k Q t R  

It was! 

jadedResearcher  

a ghost written mass produced "for kids" series 

J v a k Q t R  

Yeah! 

I think it was because of a lack of... executive oversight? 

Apparently the publishing company was going under and they had to churn out the books so fast there 

wasnt time for higher ups to go "no you cant have that" 

jadedResearcher  

what a beautiful world 

plus , by the time it started going dark and complex it was so popular they couldnt risk it 

J v a k Q t R  

Which really makes me think about a lot of series like SU these days and how the ideas they espouse are 

probably heavily I influenced by what is allowed to he shown 

jadedResearcher  

oh absolutely 

like, the artistic weight of "ruby wore a dress and saphire didnt so we could FORCE ppl to not retcon 

ruby to be male" 

J v a k Q t R  

Yeah exactly 

jadedResearcher  

art is shaped by the culture its created in 

which is what makes alt timelines so fascinating 

what would steven universe have looked like in a society with significantly more or less acceptance of 

lgbtq etc 

J v a k Q t R  



Yeah! 

J v a k Q t R  

Ahahahha yeah that's sensible, the themes sort of outshine the romantic relationships  

shoves my caftran fic under the rug 

jadedResearcher  

lolol plus i really need to reread it? i didnt really start parsing ANYTHING real or fiction as romance till 

college romance was just "that thing to ignore" 

i remember tobias and rachel dated??? cassie and jake??? 

J v a k Q t R  

I will say that I actually started to find Jake and Cassies relationship pretty interesting once their ideals 

started to pull them apart 

Like at first I was like "oh, they're cute so guess, ignore like most romance in genre books" 

But then in the later books when Jake gets more militant and Cassie makes some decisions like letting 

the cube go due to her own ideals... it seemed like a pretty realistic breakdown of how people who love 

each other might fall apart due to different morals and the stress of the situation 

gone_farther  

Cassie and Jake dramatically kiss at the climax of book 26? 

It has plot significance. 

also - caftran? 

J v a k Q t R  

Cassie/aftran 

Dont judge me 

Bizarre femslash is my thing ok 

jadedResearcher  

yeah, love/initial compatibility isnt enough, you gotta change in compatible ways too 

lol i ship it 

gone_farther  



No no no I mean 

I know what it stands for I just 

jadedResearcher  

nothing more intimate than sharing a body with consent 

weird vulnerability and trust 

gone_farther  

There are I think 10 Cassie/Aftran fics on AO3 

J v a k Q t R  

Right??? 

gone_farther  

and half of them are one person's specific AU 

so like... is your one on AO3? 

jadedResearcher  

cassie trusts aftran not to keep her forever and aftean trusts Cassie to not squash them when they leave 

J v a k Q t R  

:sweat_smile: I mean 

gone_farther  

have i read it. can i read it, if not? 

J v a k Q t R  

If you've read the 10 fics on ao3 of caftran, then yeah you've read it oof. 

The curse of being a femslash fan 

Especially a RAREPAIRA femslash fan 

There's usually about 10 or less works of your favorite ship available 

gone_farther  

oh MAN 



can i DM you about it? 

jadedResearcher  

you must be the change you want to see in the world 

J v a k Q t R  

Yes!!! 

J v a k Q t R  

Yes to this as well!! 

 

gone_farther  

(: 

jadedResearcher  

feel free to post here too if you want 

but no pressure 

J v a k Q t R  

Okay well. I will post on the Condition that I will not be judged for the amount of anime fanfic I have on 

my old account 

Actually wait 

Scratch that I am too self conscious 

Anyone who wants a link can dm me but just leaving it up here would make me jittery 

Mortifying ordeal of being known, you know? 

jadedResearcher  

lol absolutely fair 

never know who will be here in the future 

J v a k Q t R  

Yeah exactly 



IronicOrnithologist 

 

gone_farther  

Current mood: reading about The Mare Crisium Soviet Socialist Regency trying to decide if it's actually 

interesting or just obscure. 

Or pretendious. 

*pretentious 

I mean it's definitely pretentious, but is it also interesting? 

“To respect the privacy of the members of The Soviet, *none* of the material present on The Soviet is 

ever backed up, with the only exception of system files. Consequently, each user is responsible for using 

a backup solution of their choice, if they wish so.” 

exempli gratia. 

gone_farther  

Why are they called 'sundogs', and do I care 

aurora borealis  

not much, whats sun with you 

gone_farther  

Not what I was talking about, but okay. 



“The Archaic Collection of Anomalous Brainchildren is one of the most famous, ancient, and precious 

libraries of the Circumlunar colonies.” 

I am still unclear what 'circumlunar' means, but I suspect it's just a fancy way of saying 'on Earth'. 

jadedResearcher  

or around the moon? 

gone_farther  

Oh, that's why so many of these were forcing line breaks: because otherwise they just run straight off 

the screen. 

gone_farther  

The "Regency" does not otherwise claim to be aliens, time travellers, or in any other manner in orbit 

around the Moon itself. Thus my prediction that they mean 'around the Moon' in the sense that the 

Earth, from a strained frame of reference, orbits the Moon. 

 “Have you ever stopped and taken a moment to think about this planet? And how significant it is that 

everything we know, everything we have, and everything we have ever been is centered squarely on this 

individual planetoid?“ 

Like even Discord forces line breaks. C'mon. 

uh, this is gopher://soviet.circumlunar.space:70/0/quarters/collection/short_fiction/think-about-this-

planet.txt right now 

Not that any major broswer lets you access gopher any more, but that's not my problem. 

*browser 

gone_farther  

...no. This is stupid. 



 

And of course most of them are blank. lol. 

gone_farther  

“I wrote about|  

this in my cont|  

|ribution to SMOL|  

|zine 6 on Gemini|”  

This is not the first time I've seen 'Gemini' mentioning in all this, and it's not the easiest thing to google. 

...it's a protocol. gemini://gemini.cyberbot.space/smolzine/smolzine-issue-3.gmi ok this one even I don't 

know how to access yet 

:D 

“Text in Gemtext documents is written using "long lines", i.e. you (or your editor) shouldn't be inserting 

newline characters every 80 characters or so. Instead, leave it up to the receiving Gemini client to wrap 

your lines to fit the device's screen size and the user's preference.” 



Yes good!  

gone_farther  

“Gemini servers do not inform clients of the size of files they are serving, which can make it difficult to 

detect if a connection is closed prematurely due to a server fault. This risk of this happening increases 

with file size. Gemini also has no support for compression of large files, or support for checksums to 

enable detection of file corruption, the risk of which also increases with file size. “ 

oh yeah that's smart. for sure. 

I think this is where the 'circumlunar' thing comes from, by the way. 

“=> Glog about gemini” 

lol 

gone_farther  

ok no, everything gemini is new, because the protocol itself is new 

And That's Boring, i guess 

gone_farther  

ok i get random emoji but not 

whatever. it's fine. 

gone_farther  

gopher://sdf.org:70/0/users/lugotto/chi_siamo.txt look i even clicked on one just because it said 'Italy'! 

rewaaard meee 

 (no there wasn't anything related, don't be stupid) 

“Greetings Gopher Adventurer! You are now deep in the BOWELS of the past where the gophersites 

here have not seen activity for 10 years or more. Some of these sites may be older than you!” 

Alright, that is more like it. 

There's two pretending to be 1st Jan 1970 and the actual oldest is just 2005. Boo! 

Huh, I didn't know you could link mp3s on gopher at all. 

okay no 10 MB is too big for me to bother with 

gone_farther 



“Producing a painting may be reproducable, but it is not demonstratable in the sense that playing a 

musical instrument, singing a song, or acting a role is. Because they don't have external validation from 

the mere performance of their skills, they depend much more on other people for "positive strokes".” 

not to beat up on some guy 16 years ago but did you know that it's easier to tell for yourself if you sang 

well than if you painted a good picture??? how on earth do you write that and not go "wait that means 

my entire theory is wrong. oops." 

:smirk: 

 

“Sorry, no matches were found” 

okaaay, fiiine 

gone_farther  

No one else is trying to use this channel and it isn't meant to be strictly Zampanio-related regardless so I 

don't need to look for stuff that definitely doesn't exist to justify my posting. 

anyways for some reason all the forums of *.createaforum.com are mirrored on gopher, listed in 

descending order of number of posts and by the time you get to page 300 it's all 1 post / 1 member ones 

XD 

gone_farther  

I notice that none of you care. Nonetheless... 

Might keep poking round a bit before I try to sleep. It's not that late. 

jadedResearcher 

:) :) :) 

so ive been thinking!!! 

sure it doesnt HAFTA be Zampanio related 

but this sure does seem like an ideal place for someone to have hidden a copy to avoid whatever 

mechanism has been keeping it from us 

if you want ppl to care... 

you gotta weave a thread around their interests 



and by definition 

we are all interested in extremely hard to find obscure games 

gone_farther  

I mean, I did try, and you completely ignored me. 

IronicOrnithologist 

 

gone_farther  

I know you were online, you had a meme. 

IronicOrnithologist  

I love Rebis 

jadedResearcher  

sorry about that!!! 

i got a lil bit irled! 

but im better now 

dont worry 

you have my full attention :) :) :) 

IronicOrnithologist 



 

jadedResearcher  

tell me more about the places our enemies have not yet reached 

IronicOrnithologist 

[Several Doom Patrol comic pages] 

jadedResearcher  

perhaps in a different channel? since io is having fun here 

IronicOrnithologist 

[Several Doom Patrol comic pages] 

gone_farther  

i'm having fun 

“To summarize, here are a few important rules to remember: 1. Read the newsgroup for two months 

before posting. ... If you keep these rules in mind and abide by them faithfully, you will still get flamed. 



However, you will be able to retaliate with a clear conscience that you have done everything possible to 

preserve the social culture of alt.2600.” 

I am having. So much fun. XD 

IronicOrnithologist 

[Several Doom Patrol comic pages] 

IronicOrnithologist 

 [Memes about José from Donald Duck] 

Daedalus  

Hi 

jadedResearcher  

hi :) :) :) 

Daedalus  

blink 

Copper_Floss  

why 

Daedalus  

Hi 

jadedResearcher  

hi :) :) :) 

Daedalus  

blink 

gone_farther  

Here are some songs that I like:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifQkaJD6n5U 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnG4HxysCBA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifQkaJD6n5U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnG4HxysCBA


@J v a k Q t R I don't know anything about your taste in music, but these are cool and you seem cool, 

so!? 

J v a k Q t R  

Lemme listen now! 

gone_farther 

:open_mouth: :headphones: 

J v a k Q t R  

♫ if I were you I'd script a better future ♫ 

♫ recite the words aloud until they're true ♫ 

:( 

I love this. I'm tearing up a bit oh no XD 

gone_farther  

Oh! 

I thinik that's good? For mussic? 

J v a k Q t R  

Yes it is 

gone_farther  

<3 

 I'd sing until I'm someone else—'cause stoic or seducer  

Someone else is gonna sing until she's you ♫ 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Sometimes I'm a musician. Time is a fact. 

J v a k Q t R  

I tried to be a music major for a semester XD I gave up pretty quick. 

You have to practice 8 hours a day to get good unfortunately :( 

I'm trying to find a happy song I like instead of depressing stuff. 



SmeargleUsedHex  

The CG5 C Phoenix is a fun and quiet method. I agree 

NotAMinotaur  

I really do believe that design is the highest form of creative expression…You know, video games can be 

truly deep... So time, space, aesthetics, and then, most important, behavior. The real core issue of 

interaction design is behavior. 

IronicOrnithologist 

 [Donald Duck gifs] 

aurora borealis  

damn theyre really gonna do the crabs like that huh 

kuramon  

This Is Like . Relevant to 0 people but Orioles what are you DOIN 

 

aurora borealis  

i mean orioles 

kuramon  

crabs :handshake: orioles divorces in their stadium 

just like thos early crabs 

 

kit [ey/em]  

they're doing their best 

be nice 



gone_farther  

@kit [ey/em] once sounds better than the iea off something the at fdrags on forecer 

kit [ey/em]  

yeah, I for sure don't have the time/energy atm to put together campaigns, but one shots are great 

gone_farther  

Don't you ever look awayDon't you ever look awayDon't you ever look awayDon't you ever look away 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-ONycYf7EI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifQkaJD6n5U  

“You're no longer who you were  

You're not anything like her  

You're surging higher “ 

“It's an injunction soft and strong  

With all the mercy of the tides  

So we surrender “ 

asldoidd we suerrredn.  

IronicOrnithologist  

https://youtu.be/klMHWFGjnBo 

John Oliver made this for me 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-ONycYf7EI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifQkaJD6n5U
https://youtu.be/klMHWFGjnBo


 [Daisy Duck as Girl with a Pearl Earring, other version] 

gone_farther  

dor dujcks? 

fir 

for 

IronicOrnithologist  

[Daisy Duck as Girl with a Pearl Earring, several other versions] 

gone_farther  

nooooonw nhtwy 

IronicOrnithologist 

[Daisy Duck as Girl with a Pearl Earring, other version] 

There are so many 

[Daisy Duck as Girl with a Pearl Earring, other version] 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Ducks! 

IronicOrnithologist  

https://www.planetminecraft.com/texture-pack/130-colorful-birds-skins/ 

I have a hero in this world 

[Birds from a Minecraft pack] 

LOOK  

https://www.planetminecraft.com/texture-pack/130-colorful-birds-skins/


 

[Other birds  from a Minecraft pack] 

kuramon  

THOSE ARE SO CUTE... and they'd fit in with other modpacks too :eyes: 

have you seen the exotic birds mod? 

there's no zampanio ones i've seen but the exotic birds one is rlly sweet 

https://youtu.be/DeVVEJq8IYY 

where's the preview gone 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Birds! 

https://youtu.be/DeVVEJq8IYY

